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Abstract
Practitioners are used to value a broad class of exotic interest rate derivatives simply by
adjusting for what is known as convexity adjustments (or convexity corrections). We start
by exploiting the relations between various interest rate models and their connections to
measure changes. As a result we classify convexity adjustments into forward adjustments
and swaps adjustments.
We, then, focus on affine term structure (ATS) models and, in this context, conjecture
convexity adjustments should be related of affine functionals. In the case of forward ad-
justments, we show how to obtain exact formulas. Concretely for LIBOR in arrears (LIA)
contracts, we derive the system of Riccatti ODE-s one needs to compute to obtain the
exact adjustment. Based upon the ideas of Schrager and Pelsser (2006) we are also able to
derive general swap adjustments useful, in particular, when dealing with constant maturity
swaps (CMS).
Our approach bypasses the need for Taylor approximations or unrealistic assumptions.
They include exact convexity adjustments previously derived, such as the adjustments
associated with Gaussian models, but are far more general as they provide solutions for
the entire ATS class of models.
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Notation
• rt : instantaneous short rate of interest
• f(t, T ): instantaneous forward rate of interest
• f(t, T, S): continuously compounding forward rate for the period (T, S)
• L(t, T, S): simply compounded forward (LIBOR) rate at time t for the period (T, S)
• L(t, T ) = L(t, t, T ): simply compounding spot rate over the period (t, T )
• r(t, T ): continuously compounding spot rate over the period (t, T )
• S(t, T0, TN): forward swap rate contracted at time t with an effective period starting at
T0 and involving periodic payments at T1, · · · , TN )
• αi: Time gap between two tenors αi = Ti−1 − Ti
• S(t, T ) = S(t, t, T ): spot swap rate at time t of a swap with first reset date t and payment
dates t + 1 · · ·T
• p(t, T ): price, at time t, of a zero coupon bond that pays 1 at T
• P : a portfolio of several zero-coupon bonds with different maturities.
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1 Introduction
The notion of convexity adjustment in fixed income markets arises when one uses prices of
standard (plain vanilla) products corrected by an adjustment to price nonstandard products.
Despite their non-standard features, these products are many times quite similar to plain vanilla
ones whose price can either be directly obtained from the market or at least computed in closed-
form. Thus, adjustments of plain vanilla prices can be understood as “corrections” needed to
capture the bias introduced in prices by the complexities of the non-standard products.
From a theoretical point of view, the appropriate way to look into convexity adjustments is as a
consequence of a measure change, as proposed by Plesser (2003). Due to the non-standard fea-
tures in fixed income products,computing prices is equivalent to computing expectations under
the “wrong” measure. This leads to difficulties in obtaining closed-form solutions. The industry
practice is then to first compute the price as if our payoff would have “nice” martingale prop-
erties and then approximate the necessary convexity adjustments using Taylor approximations.
Examples of such adjustment can be found in approximations for pricing formulae of products
such as in-arrears or in-advance products, constant maturity swaps (CMS) products, or equity
swaps. Popular approximations are the ones proposed in Hull (2006) or by Pugachevsky (2001),
Hart (1997), Hagan (2003), Pelsser (2000) and Brigo and Mercurio (2006).
Very little have been theoretically derived in closed form, except for the case of Gaussian interest
rates. For studies on Gaussian interest rate models we refer to Jamshidian (1997), Kennedy
(1997) , Pugachevsky (2001) or Hunt and Kennedy (2000), for instance.
The purpose of this study is to go one step further on the derivation of exact convexity adjust-
ments exploiting their connections with measure changes. For the entire class of affine term
structure (ATS) models we are able to derive exact results for popular convexity adjustments,
including LIBOR in-arrears (LIA) and CMS adjustments.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we introduce the basic notation and formalize the link between convexity adjust-
ments and measures changes as introduced by Plesser (2003).
Section 3 establishes the link between various classes of interest rate models. This link is useful
for a better understand of what follows, but is particularly important for comparison purposes
with other studies, where different modeling approaches are used. These sections may be seen
as introductory.
Section 4 is the core section of this study. All results concerning convexity adjustments for ATS
models are derived and discussed. We start from defining our affine set up. Then, we separate
the convexity adjustment we are going to analyze in two categories: forward adjustments and
swap adjustments. In the context of forward ajustments, we compute exact formulas for LIBOR
in arrears. As an additional example, we also compute the ”convexity adjustment” linked to the
expectation hypohesis. When dealing with swap convexity adjustments, we base our analysis
on Schrager and Pelsser (2006). They show that in an affine term structure setting and under
certain common assumptions, the dynamics of the swap rate can be approximated as affine.
We use this to derive CMS adjustments in the same spirit as the LIA adjusment.
3
2 Convexity adjustment connection to measure changes
To give a formal definition of convexity adjustment we need to recall the basics of arbitrage
pricing. We start by recalling that in a stochastic interest rate setting, the no arbitrage price
π, at time t, of any derivative paying Φ(T ) at maturity T is given by








= p(t, T )ETt [Φ(T )] . (1)
where p(t, T ), denotes the price at time t of a pure discount bond with maturity T and
E
Q
t [·] , E
T
t [·], denote expectation under the risk neutral and the T -forward measure, respec-
tively, conditional on the information available at time t.
When dealing with fixed income derivatives, given the nature of the underlying asset, we are
in a stochastic interest rate setting by definition. Consequently we are ultimately interested
in computing, ETt [Φ(T )], i.e. the expected value, under the T -forward measure where the
numeraire is p(t, T ), of our payoff.
In the trivial cases, when our payoff turns out to be a T - forward martingale, we immediately
get ETt [Φ(T )] = Φ(t). Unfortunately, this is not the case in most situations.
Even if our payoff is not a martingale under the appropriate T -forward measure, it could be a
martingale under some martingale measure, QΦ. This is obviously a restrictive assumption, but
as it turns out, it includes many popular interest rate products. It is important to emphasize
at this stage that the martingale measure, QΦ is payoff dependent. So, different payoffs are,
most likely martingales under different martingale measures.
Suppose, therefore, our payoff is a martingale under some QΦ martingale measure. Then we
know Φ(t) = EΦt [Φ(T )], and we can define the convexity adjustment as the term CC
Φ for which
the following holds
ETt [Φ(T )] = Φ(t) + CC
Φ(t) . (2)
From the martingale properties of our payoff we get,
Φ(t) = EΦt [Φ(T )] = E
T
t [Φ(T )Λ(T )] ,
where Λ denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative (with Λ(t) = 1).
Clearly, the cases where we can say something about ETt [Φ(T )Λ(T )] are the cases where we
can say something about convexity adjustment term CCΦ(t), which is clearly nothing but a
consequence of measure changes.
Using the above mentioned properties one easily derive alternative ways to look into convexity
adjustments as
CCΦ(t) = ETt [Φ(T ) {1 − Λ(T )}] ,
CCΦ(t) = ETt [Φ(T )] − E
Φ
t [Φ(T )] ,
CCΦ(t) = ETt [Φ(T )] − Φ(t) ,
are all equivalent expressions.
If CCΦ can be derived explicitly, then all the above ETt [·] expectations can and vice versa, i.e.
if we can obtain one of the above ETt [·] expectations then we get CC
Φ as well as the remaining
ETt [·] expectations.
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The way one prefers to “see” the convexity adjustments may vary depending on the exact QΦ
martingale measure we have to deal with. Still, at first one may fear nothing much more useful
could be said about CCΦ.
Luckily, as we will see, for many popular interest rate products, there is much more one can
say, at least for the ATS class of models.
3 Linking different Interest Rate Models
In this section we present the connections between various interest rate model approaches.
Concretely, we study the link between short rate models, forward rate models and the so-called
market models of interest rate.
Many of the convexity adjustments we will derive are associated with products whose underlying
are LIBOR or swap rates. Traditionally, the way to deal with these type of convexities has been
to model the underlying rate directly (under the appropriate measure). Thus, most papers have
used the market models approach, choosing LIBOR market models or swap market models to
model interest rates, depending on the concrete adjustment under analysis.
The problem with choosing a different model to deal with each convexity adjustment is the lack
of consistency between the various models. After all, these products are fixed income products
and, therefore, one interest rate model should suffice to model all “convexities”. Another way
to understand this statement is to say that, by choosing a specific, say, swap market model, one
is no longer free to choose a LIBOR market model as there are strong no arbitrage relationships
between the parameters of both models.
In this study we will use a non market model approach to study convexity adjustments. By
using ATS models we are taking a short rate modeling approach. Still, our results can be easily
transposed into any other modeling approach provided the connections between the various
approaches are clear.
The easiest way to understand all links is to think in terms of pure discount (zero-coupon)
bond price dynamics. As we will see, most standard payoffs in interest rate derivatives can
be decomposed in terms of two types of martingales: martingales under either some forward
measure, or martingales under some swap measure.
Forward measures have as numeraire a pure discount bond with a particular maturity, while
swap measures have as numeraire a portfolio of pure discount bonds with different maturities.
In the following we explore the relations between the dynamics of discount bonds and those of
LIBOR or swap market models. In the following we will refer to pure discount bond prices,
simply as bond prices.
Our key dynamics will be the bond prices dynamics under the risk-neutral Q
dp(t, T ) = rtp(t, T )dt + v(t, T )p(t, T )dWt (3)
where r is the short interest rate and v is any adapted process.
Most of the results presented in the next subsection have been previously derived elsewhere and
are presented without proof. The way we present them should suffice for the reader to follow
the arguments and be acquainted with our notation. For proof of the results here presented
and further reading on approaches to interest rate modeling we refer to the books James and
Webber (2000), Pelsser (2000), Björk (2004) or Brigo and Mercurio (2006).
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3.1 Forward martingale measures, HJM and LIBOR market models
Given the bond prices dynamics in (3) we start by looking at instantaneous forward rates.
We will denote the forward rate valid at time t for an instantaneous investment at time T , by
f(t, T ). The relationship between bond prices and forwad rates is given by
f(t, T ) = −
∂p(t, T )
∂T








It is well-known1 that given the bond price dynamics in (3) the Q-dynamics of forward rates
are given by
df(t, T ) = vT (t, T )v(t, T )
∗dt − vT (t, T )dWt .
Forward rates with maturity T are also QT martingales which can be easily understood from
their QT dynamics,
df(t, T ) = −vT (t, T )dWt .
If we are interested in knowing their dynamics under a different QU forward measure (with
U 6= T ), we can easily obtain
df(t, T ) = vT (t, T )
∗[v(t, T ) − v(t, U)]dt− vT (t, T )dW
U
t . (5)
We consider now LIBOR rates. By no arbitrage the following relations must hold between
forward LIBOR rates and bond prices
L(t, T, S) =
1
S − T





= 1 + (S − T )L(t, T, S) , (6)
where w.l.o.g we take S ≥ T . Spot LIBOR rates L(t, S) are defined in terms of the forward




1 − p(t, S)
p(t, S)
. (7)
From (6) we can conclude that the forward LIBOR rate with maturity S is a QS-martingale
(i.e. a martingale under the S-forward measure).2 Also, from (6) and the dynamics of bond
prices in (3) we can easily derive the LIBOR rate volatility from the bond prices volatilities.
Both things taken together allow us to write the LIBOR rate QS -dynamics :





[v(t, T ) − v(t, S)] dWSt . (8)
To see the LIBOR dynamics in terms of bond prices is not common in the literature, where
people are used to thing in terms of LIBOR markets models. The connection between both
approaches is straightforward as we show in Remark 3.1. In our opinion, to think in terms of
bond prices is a simpler and more general.
1See for instance Björk (2004) page 306.
2We note that the spot LIBOR rate L(t, S) is not a martingale under the S-forward measure. In fact, from













(S − t)p(t, S)
dWSt
and check it has non-zero drift.
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Remark 3.1. (LIBOR market models)
A popular way to model (forward) LIBOR rates is to assume their dynamics are of the form
dL(t, T, S) = σL(t, T, S)L(t, T, S)dW
S
t (9)
where σL(t, S, T ) is assumed to be either constant or at most a deterministic function of (t, S, T ).
The usefulness of this approach is that the formulas of Black (1976) are applicable to price caps
and floors. This is the case of the so-called LIBOR market models. The connection between (8)
and (9) straightforward,
σL(t, T, S) =
p(t, T )
p(t, T ) − p(t, S)
[v(t, T ) − v(t, S)] . (10)
We note, however, that assuming (10) deterministic has strong implication on the form of bond
prices term structure.
We also note that the forward LIBOR L(t, T, S) is the QS expected value, at time t, of spot
LIBOR rate, valid at time T and over the period [T, S]. This results is trivially obtained from
the martingale property of the forward LIBOR;
ESt [L(T, S)] = E
S
t [L(T, T, S)] = L(t, T, S) .
Whenever, we are interested in the dynamics of forward LIBOR rates under a forward measure
different then their maturity, they are no longer martingales. Still using the change of numeraire
technique we can easily obtain their dynamics under QU , U 6= S:






[v(t, T ) − v(t, S)] [v(t, S) − v(t, U)]
∗
dt + [v(t, T ) − v(t, S)]dWUt
}
3.2 Swap martingale measures and swap market models
We, now look at (forward) swap rates. We consider a standard fixed–for–floating swap with
payment dates at T1, · · · , TN . We assume the floating leg of the swap will receive at each time
Ti the LIBOR rate L(Ti−1, Ti) (observed at time Ti−1) while the fixed leg will receive a fixed
rate S(t, T0, TN) decided at time t (with t ≤ T0 ). T0 is, thus, the starting date of the first
effective period of the swap, t is the contractual date and the swap rate S(t, T0, TN ) is decided
so that the swap contract is worth zero at time t. Finally, we define αi = Ti − Ti−1.























p(t, Ti−1) − p(t, Ti)
p(t, Ti)
= p(t, T0) − p(t, TN )
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p(t, Ti)αiS(t, T0, TN) hence we get
S(t, T0 , TN) =




The swap rate S(t, T0, TN ) is a martingale under the equivalent martingale measure where the
numeraire is the portfolio P of discount bonds :





The measure with such a numeraire is usually called the swap measure and we will denote it
by QS . This measure depends strongly on the payment dates T1, · · · , TN , so it specific of each
swap contract.
The portfolio P dynamics are defined only until T1 (the lowest maturity of the bonds in the
portfolio). Under the risk-neutral measure Q, we have
dP (t, T0, TN) = rP (t, T0, TN)dt + V (t, T0, TN)P (t, T0, TN )dWt
where V is simply V (t, T0, TN) =
∑N
i=1 αip(t, Ti)v(t, Ti)
P (t, T0, TN )
.
Since the swap rate S(t, T0, TN) is a martingale under the swap measure we can write its
QS -dynamics as




δ(t, T0, TN) =
v(t, T0)p(t, T0) − v(t, TN )p(t, TN) − [p(t, T0) − p(t, TN)]V (t, T0, TN)
P (t, T0, TN)
. (12)
Remark 3.2. (Swap market models)
A popular way to model (forward) swap rates is to assume their dynamics are of the form
dS(t, T0, TN) = σS(t, T0, TN)S(t, T0, TN )dW
S
t (13)
where σS(t, T0, TN ) is assumed to be either constant or at most a deterministic function. The
usefulness of this approach is that the formulas of Black (1976) are applicable to price swaptions.
Comparing the swap dynamics in (11)-(12) with the dynamics in (13), one can easily derive
σS(t, T0, TN) =
v(t, T0)p(t, T0) − v(t, TN )p(t, TN)
p(t, T0) − p(t, TN )
− V (t, T0, TN) (14)
=
v(t, T0)p(t, T0) − v(t, TN )p(t, TN)
p(t, T0) − p(t, TN )
−
∑N
i=1 αip(t, Ti)v(t, Ti)
P (t, T0, TN)
(15)
We emphasize that assuming (15) deterministic has strong implication on the form of bond
prices term structure.
Given the QS -dynamics in (11)-(12), under any QU -forward measure we obtain




4 Convexity Adjustments for ATS models
We will consider affine term structure (ATS) models. This setup assumes as given factors
described by a Rm-valued stochastic process (Zt)t≥0 whose dynamics, under the risk-neutral
martingale measure Q, are of a special form. Furthermore, it assumes that the risk-free rate of
interest r is affine on those factors.
Assumption 4.1. W is an n-dimensional standard Brownian motion and Z is the unique
strong solution of
dZt = α(t, Zt)dt + σ(t, Zt)dWt.
Here α : R+ × R
m 7→ Rm and σ : R+ × R
m 7→ Rn×n are such that
α(t, z) = d(t) + E(t)z (17)





with smooth functions d : R+ 7→ R
m, E, k0, ki i = 1, · · · , m map R+ to R
m×m. Moreover, the
risk-free short rate (rt)t≥0 is given by
r(t, Zt) = f(t) + g(t)
∗Zt . (19)
f, g are smooth, mapping R+ to R
m and R, respectively.
In this context, we know that bond prices can be written as
p(t, T ) = exp {A(t, T ) + B(t, T )∗Zt} (20)












B̄∗K(t)B = g(t) (22)
subject to the boundary conditions A(T, T ) = 0 and B(T, T ) = 0. A and B should always be







B 0 · · · 0
0 B · · · 0
...
. . .

















Applying Itô to (20), one can easily rewrite Q-bond dynamics as
dp(t, T ) = rtp(t, T )dt + B(t, T )
∗σ(t, Zt)p(t, T )dW . (24)
So in particular by comparing the above expression with (3) we get v(t, T ) = B(t, T )∗σ(t, Zt).
These are well-known results from the ATS literature and can be found in textbooks. We refer
to Duffie, Pan, and Singleton (2000) and Duffie, Filipović, and Schachermayer (2003).
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The class of ATS has also been extended to general quadratic term structures GQTS by Gaspar
(2004) and Cheng and Scaillet (2007). The class of GQTS is more general than the ATS one,
but the question of how much more general is still an open debate. For simplicity and because
the market practice is to use ATS model we restrict our analysis to that case. Extending all
results presented in the next subsections to the GQTS case would be cumbersome but rather
straightforward exercise.
4.1 Forward Convexity Adjustments
4.1.1 Expectation Hypothesis adjustment
Consider a derivative that at some time T in the future we will pay you the instantaneous short

























= p(t, T )ETt [f(T, T )]
= p(t, T )f(t, T )
where we have used the fact that f(t, T ) is a QT -martingale.
Consider the same derivative again, but suppose now we only get paid at a later time S ≥ T?
Well, at time T , the payoff is fully defined and the value at of our derivative must be π(T ) =
p(T, S)r(T ) and, thus, at any time t we have
π(t) = p(t, S)ESt [r(T )] . (25)
Clearly we see that π(t) 6= p(t, S)ETt [r(T )] = p(t, S)f(t, T ), but since both p(t, S) and f(t, T )
are information we can directly obtain from the market we may wonder how we can still use
this information to get the correct price.
That is, we would like to find CCEH (·) such that
π(t) = p(t, S)f(t, T ) [1 + CCEH (t, T, S)] . (26)
Comparing (25) and (26) we can formally define our first convexity adjustment.
Definition 4.2. The expectation hypothesis adjustment is defined as
CCEH (t, T, S) = ESt [r(T )]− f(t, T ). (27)
It is obvious that for T = S the CCEH (t, T, S) = 0, i.e., there is no convexity adjustment.
It is also clear that the CC will be further away from 0 the more ESt [r(T )] differs from the
instantaneous forward rate.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose Assumption 4.1 holds. Then, the expectation hypothesis adjustment
of Definition 4.2 can be obtained in closed-form and is given by
CCEH(t, T, S) = F (t, T, S) + G(t, T, S)∗Zt (28)
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+ BT (t, T )
∗k0(t) [B(t, T ) − B(t, S)] + d(t)
∗G − B(t, S)∗k0(t)G = 0







+ B̄T (t, T )
∗K(t) [B(t, T ) − B(t, S)] + E(t)∗G − B̄(t, S)∗K(t)G = 0
G(T, T, S) = 0
(30)
where F and G should always be evaluated at (t, T, S). E, d, k0, are from (17)-(18) and K, B̄
are as in (23).
Proof. (sketch)
Provided (28) holds then we have
ESt [r(T )] = f(t, T ) + F (t, T, S) + G(t, T, S)
∗Zt .
Note the instantaneous forward rates, f(t, T ) are fully determined by the system of ODEs (21)–
(22). To see this note that from the relationship between bond prices and forward prices (recall
(4)) and the functional form for bond price in the ATS setup in (20), we get
f(t, T ) = − (AT (t, T ) + B
∗
T (t, T )Zt)
where BT stands for applying
∂
∂T
to each cell in B, while AT =
∂A
∂T
, with A, B as in (21)–(22).
Define M(t, T, S) = ESt [r(T )], which by definition is a Q
S -martingale. Using the assumed
functional, one can see M as a deterministic function of two stochastic variables Z and f(·, T ),
M(t, Zt, f(t, T ), T, S) = f(t, T ) + F (t, T, S) + G(t, T, S)
∗Zt
To be able to apply Itô and get our result we need the dynamics of both Z and f(·, T ) under
QS . From the Q-dynamics of Z in Assumption 4.1, we can easily derive its QS dynamics as
dZt = [α(t, Zt) − v(t, S)σ(t, Zt)
∗] dt + σ(t, Zt)dW
S
t . (31)
with α, σ in (17)-(18). From (5) we obtain QS dynamics of f(·, T ),
df(t, T ) = vT (t, T )
∗[v(t, T ) − v(t, S)]dt − vT (t, T )dW
S
t . (32)















G [α(t, Zt) − v(t, S)σ(t, Zt)
∗] = 0
M(T, T, S) = f(T, T )
Computing all partial derivatives and using v(t, T ) = B(t, T )∗σ(t, Zt), we can easily re-write














Zt + BT (t, T )
∗Σ(t, Zt) [B(t, T ) − B(t, S)]
+G [d(t) + E(t)Zt − B(t, S)
∗Σ(t, Zt)] = 0
F (T, T, S) + G(T, T, S)Zt = 0
with Σ(t, z) as in (18) . We can now use separation of variables and identify terms to obtain
the system of ODEs in (29)-(30). 
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4.1.2 LIA adjustment
Standard products whose payoff depend upon LIBOR rates (like vanilla interest rate swaps, for
instance), typically involve payment of LIBOR rates L(T, S) at the end of the effective period
they apply to, that is at S, despite the fact that they are actually determined at time T . There
are, however, more exotic products that may require payments in arrears, that is payoffs that
would depend on L(T, S) would be paid out at the beginning of the period the LIBOR apply
to, that is at time T . An example of such products is the LIBOR in arrears swap.
Recall from Section 3 that the forward LIBOR rate L(t, T, S) can be expressed in terms of
discount bond prices as
L(t, T, S) =
1
α
p(t, T ) − p(t, S)
p(t, S)
,
where α = S − T . Also, spot LIBOR rates are defined as L(t, S) = L(t, t, S). From the
above expression one can easily see the forward LIBOR rate L(t, T, S) is a martingale under
the forward martingale measure QS . Thus, to price future LIBOR depended payments due at
S, we have ESt [L(T, S)] = E
S











= p(t, S)ESt [L(T, T, S)] = p(t, S)L(t, T, S) .
This is the case, for instance, in standard swap contracts.












= p(t, T )ETt [L(T, S)] = p(t, T )E
T
t [L(T, T, S)] .
As forward LIBOR rates are martingales under the S- forward measure and not the T -forward
measure. We know ETt [L(T, T, S)] 6= L(t, T, S).
In the same spirit as before, we can define the arreas convexity adjustment as
ETt [L(T, S)] = L(t, T, S) + CC
LIA(t, T, S) .
For this particular convexity adjustment, we note the measure change we are interested in
occurs between two forward measures. In this case we know





1 + αL(T, S)
1 + αL(t, T, S)
]
which implies





− [L(t, T, S)]
2
1 + αL(t, T, S)
=
α Vart [L(T, S)]
1 + αL(t, T, S)
.
This is valid irrespective of the distribution we assume for the forward LIBOR rates. Moreover,
it only depends on its variance which is the same under any equivalent martingale measure.
Remark 4.4. Lognormal LIBOR rates
If we are in the context of LIBOR market models, where LIBOR rates are assumed to be
lognormaly distributed, one can easily obtain closed-form solutions. Indeed,
CCLIA(t, T, S) =






1 + αL(t, T, S)
where σL represents the LIBOR volatility as in (10) taken as constant.
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For further details on the convexity adjustment for lognomal LIBOR rates we refer to Pu-
gachevsky (2001).
More generally, we can define an adjustment for when we take expectations of the LIBOR rates
under any other U -forward measure, such that T ≤ U ≤ S.
Definition 4.5. The LIBOR in arrears adjustment is defined as
CCLIA(t, T, U, S) = EUt [L(T, S)] − L(t, T, S) .
Proposition 4.6. Suppose Assumption 4.1 holds. Then, the LIBOR in arrears adjustment of
Definition 4.5 can be obtained in closed-form and is given by






eF (t,T,U,S)+G(t,T,U,S)Zt − 1
]
(33)











+ [B(t, S) − B(t, U)]
∗
k0(t) [B(t, T ) − B(t, S)] + d(t)
∗G − B(t, U)∗k0(t)G
+1
2
G∗k0(t)G + [B(t, T ) − B(t, S)]
∗
k0(t)G = 0














B̄(t, S) − B̄(t, U)
]∗




B̄(t, T ) − B̄(t, S)
]∗
K(t)G = 0
G(T, T, U, S) = 0
(35)
where where F and G should always be evaluated at (t, T, U, S). E, d, k0, are from (17)-(18)
and K, B̄ are as in (23).
Proof. (sketch)
We start by noting that, given the relationship between LIBOR rates and bond prices in (6),
we have












If (33) holds, it follows that
















Also note Yt =
p(t, T )
p(t, S)
is fully determined by the ODE system of equations in (21)–(22) and its
is a QS -martingale. Thus, its QU -dynamics are given by
dYt = [v(t, S) − v(t, U)] [v(t, T ) − v(t, S)]
∗ Ytdt + [v(t, T ) − v(t, S)]YtdW
U
t .





. Note M is a QU -martingale. Provided
M(t, Zt, Yt; T, U, S) = Yte
F (t,T,U,S)+G(t,T,U,S)Zt holds, we can see M as specific function of
two stochastic processes: Y and Z. From (31) we also know





















σ(t, z)σ(t, z)∗ +
∂2M
∂z∂y
[v(t, T ) − v(t, S)]σ(t, z)∗ = 0
where all partial derivative of M should be evaluated at (t, Zt, Yt; T, U, S).Also we have for
t = T : M(T ; T, U, S) = y.









M + [v(t, S) − v(t, U)] [v(t, T ) − v(t, S)]
∗
M + G [α(t, Zt) − v(t, U)σ(t, Zt)]M+
+12Gσ(t, Zt)G + G [v(t, T ) − v(t, S)]σ(t, Zt)
∗ = 0
or F (T ; T, U, S) = 0 and G(T ; T, U, S) = 0. Finally, using the affine dynamics of Z and
separating variables we obtain the system of ODEs in (34)–(35) 
4.2 Swap Convexity Adjustments
Since interest rate swaps make up a big proportion of the OTC derivatives market, convex-
ity adjustments needed to price non standard products whose underlying are swap rates are
particularly important.
We start by recalling from Section 3.2 that the forward swap rate S(t, T0, TN ) quoted at time
t, with start date T0 and maturity TN is model-free and equal to
S(t, T0 , TN) =
p(t, T0) − p(t, TN)
P (t, T0, TN)
,
where P (t, T0, TN) =
∑N
i=1 αip(t, Ti) for αi is known as swap level. Swap rates are, thus.
martingales under the so-called QS swap martingale measure, whose numeraire is the swap
level. This measure is specific of each swap as it depends on the payments tenor structure.
Finally, recall that by no arbitrage arguments, one can always write any swap rate dynamics
in terms of bond prices and their volatility as in (11)-(12).
In the context of ATS models, Schrager and Pelsser (2006) suggest an approximation to the
volatility of swap rates based upon a so-called low variance assumption.
Assumption 4.7. (Low Variance)
We assume
p(t, Ti)
P (t, T0, TN)
, for all i = 1, · · · , TN , are low variance Q
S–martingales.
The low variance assumption is not unusual in the context of obtaining swap rate volatilities
and has been used before in the context of LIBOR market models. Brace and R.Womersley
(2000) investigate thoroughly the satistical consequences of making such an assumption and
find that the resulting approximative dynamics for swaps work well in the context of LMM.
Schrager and Pelsser (2006) claim this property should holds in general and investigate its
consequences in the context of affine term structure models. To us it is still unclear why it
should hold in real life. More importantly we would like to understand its implications in
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terms of restrictions on the shape of the bond prices term structure. From a mathematical
point of view it is, without question a useful assumption. Assuming p(t,Ti)
P(t,T0,TN)
are low variance
martingales is equivalent to assuming
p(t, Ti)
P (t, T0, TN)
≈
p(0, Ti)
P (0, T0, TN)
since p(0,Ti)
P(0,T0,TN)




Then, clearly, the diffusion term δ(t, T0, TN) in (12) can be simplified to




P (0, T0, TN)
− B∗(t, TN )
p(0, TN)











where σ(t, Zt) is the volatility of the affine factors Zt and is the only stochastic term.
The important point to make here is that this implies that the variance covariance matrix for
the swap rate dynamics is also affine and we can re-write the swap dynamics as
















P (0, T0, TN)
, qN =
p(0, TN) [1 + αN−1S(0, T0, TN )]
P (0, T0, TN)
, qj =
p(0, Tj)αj−1S(0, T0, TN )
P (0, T0, TN )
.
For simplify, in the following, we will use the notation




qj(0)B(t, Tj) , (37)
to denote the deterministic part of the diffusion term in (36)
4.2.1 CMS adjustment
A constant maturity swap (CMS) contract exchanges a swap rate with a certain time to maturity
c against a fixed payment K. In a standard swap, we exchange a LIBOR against a fixed
payment. In the CMS, the floating rate is no longer a LIBOR, but a swap rate with a certain
time to maturity, denoted here by c. For example, we pay every 6 months the 5 year swap rate
and receive a fixed payment K. By a reasoning similar to the one used in Section 3.2, one can









The difficulty is in computing the value of each payment of the floating leg , and to be more
specific, in computing ETit [S(Ti−1, Ti, Ti+c)]. As S(Ti−1, Ti, Ti+c) is not a martingale under for-
ward measures, we need a convexity adjustments to take care of this. The convexity adjustment
for each payment of a CMS results from
ETit [S(Ti−1 , Ti, Ti+c)] = S(t, Ti, Ti+c) + CC
CMS(t, Ti, c)
and relies on measure changes from the Ti–forward measure to Q
S .
Definition 4.8. The CMS adjustement is defined as
CCCMS (t, Ti, c) = E
Ti
t [S(Ti−1 , Ti, Ti+c)] − S(t, Ti, Ti+c) .
Alternatively, one can see this adjustment as
CCCMS(t, Ti, c) =






P (Ti−1, Ti, Ti+c)
]
− S(t, Ti, Ti+c) ,
where the expectation on the RHS is now taken under the swap measure QS .
This is not easy to obtain in closed-form. Most CMS convexity adjustment formulae are only
possible to get in an approximative way.
A popular trick, at this stage, is to see p(t, Ti)/P (t, Ti, Ti+c) as a function, G of the swap rate
S(t, Ti, Ti+c)). In the case of the Linear Swap Model (LSM) introduced by Hunt and Kennedy
(2000), G is assumed to be linear in the swap rate S(t, Ti, Ti+c). For a generic (truly convex)
function G, what has been considered so far, are Taylor expansions around today’s swap rate
S(t, Ti, Ti+c). A popular paper on convexity adjustments of CMS swaps which goes along this
way is the one by Hagan (2003). The author analyzes three basic term structure models, starting
from a standard yield curve model and continuing to more sophisticated models which account
for non-parallel shifts and continuous time compounding of interest rates. This is equivalent
to assuming particular functional forms for the G function. Given a functional for G, he then
uses a first order Taylor approximation and a lognormal distribution for the swap rates to get
approximations for the CMS convexity adjustment








where σ can be taken to be Black (1976) implied volatility from at-the-money vanilla swaptions
market quotes. For convexity adjustments of CMS caps and floors we refer to the paper itself.
The method proposed in Hagan (2003) includes as special case the LSM, in which case the a
first order Taylor approximation is in fact exact.
Here we take different approach and follow the low variance assumption of Schrager and Pelsser
(2006). The approximative dynamics of swaps in the affine term structure setup in (36)-(37)
are all we need to derive formulae for the CMS convexity adjustment.
Proposition 4.9. Let Assumptions 4.1 and 4.7 hold. Then, the CMS adjustment of Definition
4.8 can be approximated by
CCCMS(t, Ti, c) ≈ F (t, Ti, Ti+c) + G(t, Ti, Ti+c)Zt (38)
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− Q0(t, Ti, Ti+c)
∗k0(t)B(t, Ti) + d(t)
∗G − B(t, Ti)
∗k0(t)G = 0




∗KQ0(t, Ti, Ti+c) + E(t)
∗G − B̄(t, Ti)
∗KG = 0
G(Ti, Ti, Ti+c) = 0
(39)
where F and G should always be evaluated at (t, Ti, Ti+c). E, d, k0, are from (17)-(18) K, B̄
are as in (23) and Q0 is as in (37).
Proof. (sketch)
The proof of this proposition is very similar in spirit to the previous ones. The object we need
to compute is ETit [S(Ti−1 , Ti, Ti+c)], which we denote by Mt. By definition, Mt is a martingale
under QTi . We conjecture Mt is of the form
Mt = S(t, Ti, Ti+c) + F (t, Ti, Ti+c) + G(t, Ti, Ti+c)Zt
From (16) we easily obtain the QTi-dynamics of the swap rate
dS(t, Ti, Ti+c) ≈ Q0(t, Ti, Ti+c)σ(t, Zt)σ(t, Zt)
∗B(t, Ti)dt + Q0(t, Ti, Ti+c)σ(t, Zt)dW
Ti
t .
From (31), we get the QTi-dynamics of the state variable Zt
dZt = [α(t, Zt) − B(t, Ti)σ(t, Zt)] dt + σ(t, Zt)dW
Ti
t .
Then, we can apply Itô to compute dynamics of Mt. Since Mt is a martingale under Q
Ti , its
drift is zero. This condition is a PDE, just like in the LIA case. Taking advantage of the affine
structure of the problem, we are able to separate the free terms from the Zt- terms and reduce
the solution of the PDE to solving the ODE system (39). 
Remark 4.10. (Linear Market Model)
Notice that while the result may seem similar to the linear swap model (LSM) introduced by Hunt
and Kennedy (2000), there is a fundamental difference. While the LSM assumes a functional
relationship between bond prices and swap rates, our approach implies a relationship between
the dynamics of the swaps and the factors underlying the term structure of the interest rates.
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